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Abstract. We present an overview of the quantum theory of continuous measurements and
discuss some of its important applications in quantum optics. Quantum theory of continuous
measurements is the appropriate generalization of the conventional formulation of quantum
theory, which is adequate to deal with counting experiments where a detector monitors a system
continuously over an interval of time and records the times of occurrence of a given type of event,
such as the emission or arrival of a particle.
We first discuss the classical theory of counting processes and indicate how one arrives at thecelebrated photon counting formula of Mandel for classical optical fields. We then discuss the
inadequacies of the so called quantum Mandel formula. We explain how the unphysical results
that arise from the quantum Mandel formula are due to the fact that the formula is obtained on
the basis of an erroneous identification of the coincidence probability densities associated with
a continuous measurement situation. We then summarize the basic framework of the quantum
theory of continuous measurements as developed by Davies. We explain how a complete
characterization of the counting process can be achieved by specifying merely the measurement
transformation associated with the change in the state of the system when a single event is
observed in an infinitesimal interval of time.
In order to illustrate the applications of the quantum theory of continuous measurements in
quantum optics, we first derive the photon counting probabilities of a single-mode free field and
also of a single-mode field in interaction with an external source. We then discuss the general
quantum counting formula of Chmara for a multi-mode electromagnetic field coupled to an
external source. We explain how the Chmara counting formula is indeed the appropriate quantum
generalization of the classical Mandel formula. To illustrate the fact that the quantum theory of
continuous measurements has other diverse applications in quantum optics, besides the theory of
photodetection, we summarize the theory of 'quantum jumps' developed by Zoller, Marte and
Walls and Barchielli, where the continuous measurements framework is employed to evaluate the
statistics of photon emission events in the resonance fluorescence of an atomic system.
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1. Introduction

The conventional formulations of quantum theory deal only with single instantaneous
measurements, or at best with a sequence of instantaneous measurements performed
on a system. However there are many physical situations, which are commonly met
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with, where an experiment is performed over an extended interval of time to test
whether some events occur and if so when. We can cite for instance the measurement of
the time of decay of a particle, or of the times of arrival of particles in a detector, etc. In
each of these so called counting experiments, there is a continuous interaction of the
apparatus with the system and information is acquired continuously as to whether
a given type of event has occurred or not.
An appropriate generalization of the conventional formulation of quantum mechanics, a quantum theory of continuous measurements, was first formulated by Davies
[1-4], twenty-five years ago. This has proved to be the appropriate framework for
discussing counting experiments satisfactorily from a foundational point of view [5]. In
fact it was shown quite some time ago [6, 7] that the photon counting experiments in
quantum optics are best discussed in this framework of the quantum theory of
continuous measurements. In recent years, this framework has found several applications mainly in quantum optics, but also in other contexts. In this paper we shall
present an overview of the quantum theory of continuous measurements and discuss
some of its important applications in quantum optics.
In § 2, we first introduce some of the basic probability densities, namely the exclusion
and coincidence probability densities, associated with a counting process [8]. We explain
how, for classical optical fields, one arrives at the celebrated photon counting formula of
Mandel [9, 10], which gives the probability that m-photons are detected in an interval of
time [0, t]. We then discuss the inadequacies of the quantum counting formula obtained
by Mandel [11]. While it is often claimed that the quantum Mandel formula has been
derived in an important article by Kelley and Kleiner [12], it is indeed the case that there
is just no satisfactory derivation of this formula from the fundamental principles of
quantum theory [6]. Many of the unphysical features of the quantum Mandel formula
have been well-known and were noted long ago by Mollow [13], ScuUy and Lamb [14]
and others. Still there seems to be considerable confusion [15], which shows up
sometimes even in current literature [16-18], on the applicability of the quantum
Mandel formula, and it may therefore be useful to clarify the issues involved.
In § 3, we summarize the basic framework of the quantum theory of continuous
measurements. We explain how, under some simplifying assumptions, a complete
characterization of the counting process can be achieved by merely specifying, apart
from the Hamiltonian H characterizing the evolution of the system when no measurements are made, the measurement transformation p ~ J(p) which describes the change
in the state of the system when a single event is observed in an infinitesimal interval of
time. We show how the quantum theory of continuous measurements provides
a systematic prescription for calculating all the basic probability densities, the counting
formula and, in fact, the entire counting statistics of the process.
In order to illustrate the applications of the general framework of continuous measurements in quantum optics, we first derive the photon counting probabilities for a singlemode free field [6] in §4. In this particular case, the counting formula derived from the
continuous measurement theory turns out to be the same as that obtained by Mollow [13],
Scully and Lamb [14] and others, on the basis of a master equation approach. These
a.uthors consider the evolution of the composite system, detector + field, over an interval of
time [0, t] and evaluate the probability that, at time t, m-photons have been absorbed by
the detector. On the other hand the quantum theory of continuous measurements deals
2
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with the entire 'history' of outcomes recorded by the detector in the interval [0, t] and
provides a general prescription for evaluating the probability densities associated with each
counting history. After considering the photon counting statistics of a single-mode free field
in some detail, we describe how the framework of continuous measurements can equally be
employed to obtain the photon counting statistics of'open' systems such as a single-mode
field in continuous interaction with external sources [19].
In § 5 we discuss the general quantum counting formula derived by Chmara [20], for
a multi-mode electromagnetic field coupled to an external source. We explain how the
Chmara counting formula is indeed the appropriate quantum generalization of the
classical Mandel formula. Chmara's analysis also brings forth very clearly the distinction between the coincidence probability densities of the counting process as calculated
from the first principles (the basic principles of the quantum theory of measurement),
and the correlation functions which were erroneously identified with the coincidence
probability densities in the Kelley and Kleiner approach [12].
In order to illustrate the fact that the quantum theory of continuous measurements
has other diverse applications in quantum optics, besides the theory of photodetection,
we briefly outline in § 6 the theory of'quantum jumps' developed by Zoller, Marte and
Walls [21] and Barchielli [22]. These authors employ the continuous measurements
framework to evaluate the statistics of photon emission events in the resonance
fluorescence of an atomic system and account for the interesting phenomenon of the
occurrence of dark periods in the fluorescence of a three-level system [23]. In recent
years, the quantum theory of continuous measurements and some related approaches
have been widely employed in quantum optics as well as in other contexts. We refer the
reader to a sample of the growing literature on the subject.
2. The inadequacies of the quantum Mandel formula

We begin with a brief summary of the classical theory of photodetection. The basic random
quantity measured by a photodetector is the number of photons detected in any interval
[0, t] and hence the object of most of the theories ofphotodetection is to arrive at a formula
for the probability p(m; [0, t]) that m-photons are detected in the time interval [0, t]. Such
a photon counting formula for the case of a fluctuating classical optical field was first
derived by Mandel [9,10] based on the assumption that the counting probabilities in
different intervals are statistically independent. Mandd's result has been shown to be
applicable to a very general class of situations by means of the methods of classical
probability theory, in particular the so called coincidence approach to classical counting
processes [8, 24]. In this approach the basic probability densities are the so called exclusion
probability density (EPD) Pto,t~(t~, t 2 . . . . . tin) and the coincidence probability density (CPD)
hto.tl(tl, t z ..... tin), which are defined as follows:

pto,tl(tl, t 2 ..... tm)dt ~dt2.., d t m is the probability that one count is observed in each of
the intervals [ti, ti + dti], i = 1, 2..... m, while no counts are observed in the rest of the
interval [0, t] in which the counting experiment is performed.
hto,tl(tl, t2,..., tm)dt ~dr2.., dtm is the probability that one count is observed in each of the
intervals [t~,ti + dt,], i = 1, 2..... m, with no other restrictions put on the counts registered
in the rest of the interval [0, t] in which the counting experiment is performed.
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 47, No. 1, July 1996
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There are some standard conditions which are to be satisfied by the EPD and the
CPD, and we can also derive the EPD from the set of all CPD and vice versa [8]. The
counting probability can be expressed in terms of the EPD via the relation

p(m; [0, t]) =

..

dt 2

dtlpw,,l(t 1, t 2.... , tin).

(1)

For a fluctuating optical field, the basic random quantity is the associated analytic
signal [25] V,(r, t) and the related intensity

I(t)=~ffofV*(r,t)V.(r,t)d3r,

(2)

where D is the volume of the detector. The fundamental physical assumption made in
the classical theory of photodetection is that the CPD of the counting process is given
by [8, 24]
hto,,l(tl, t2 ..... tin) =

2"(I(tl)I(t2)... I(tm)),

(3)

where 2 > 0 is a parameter characterizing the efficiency of the detector. The above
assumption (3), for the CPD, can be shown to be equivalent to the following assumption for the EPD of the process

pto.q(tl, t2,..., tin) = 2m(I(t 1)I(t2). .. I(t,,)e -~rd(c)ae).

(4)

From (1), (4), we obtain the Mandel formula for the classical optical fields

p(m;[O,t])= l ~ e - ~ V

),

(5)

where

The photon-counting statistics as given by (5), (6) is characteristic of the so called
doubly-stochastic Poisson process with the random intensity function I(t).
One of the landmarks in the development of the quantum theory of optical fields in
the early sixties was the discovery of the quantum Mandel formula [11] for the photon
counting probabilities

p(m; [O,t]) = Tr [p :~ e -

~U:1,

(7)

where p is the density operator characterizing the state of the electromagnetic field at
t = 0, and the operator U is given by

u=f'oI(t')dt',
where the intensity operator

I(t) is given by

I(t)=~ffDfA~(r,t)A+(r,t)d3r,
4

(8)
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where A~- (r, t) and A~- (r, t) are respectively the positive and negative frequency parts of
the vector potential operator characterizing the electromagnetic field. In (7), the
symbol :: indicates that the operators enclosed must be placed in the normal order,
namely that the creation operators are placed to the left and the annihilation operators
to the right. Further, the creation operators are to be placed in the ascending time order
from left to right, followed by the annihilation operators placed in the descending time
order. Of course, for the case of the free electromagnetic field, the time ordering is no
longer necessary [12].
The quantum Mandel formula has been widely applied and has led to important
results and insights. However, by the late sixties itself, it became clear [13, 14] that there
are several problems with the quantum Mandel formula, if it is taken seriously as the
quantum formula for counting probabilities. To get an idea of the unphysical results
that arise from the quantum Mandel formula, let us consider the case of a single-mode
free field, for which (7)-(9) reduce to

p(m;[0, t])

= Tr -[p'(a*a2t)me-°'°~"/-

L"

m!

(10)

"/

which can be expressed as
p(m; [0, t]) --

(2t)m(1 --

2t)k-m(klplk}.

(11)

k

If we now take the initial state of the field to be a number operator eigenstate,
0 = In} (nl, then we get

p(m;[O,t])=(n)(2t)"(1-2t) "-m

(12)

for n > m. Clearly, the above result (12) can be interpreted as a counting probability
only so long as 2t < 1, for otherwise it will lead to negative probabilities. There are of
course states for which (10) yields non-negative probabilities for all 2t, as for example
the coherent state, p = tz} (z[, for which case (10) gives

p(m; [0, t])

- (tzt22t)--~e-lZl2~'.
m!

(13)

Another difficulty with the quantum Mandel formula (10) shows up when we
consider the average number of photons detected in the interval [0, t]. From (10), we get

~ m p(m;[0, t])

= Tr [pata] 2t.

(14)

m=0

Thus the mean number of photons detected exceeds the mean number of photons
initially present in the field, when 2t > 1, and even diverges when t ~ oo.
The above difficulties were noted by Mollow [13], who also derived the following
formula for the counting probabilities for the single-mode free field, based on a master
equation approach
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The counting probabilities given by the Mollow formula are always non-negative.
Also the mean value of the counts obtained in the interval I-0,t], as calculated from

(15), is
mp(m; [0, t]) = Tr[pata](1 - e -z')

(16)

m=O

which is always less than the mean number of photons initially present in the field.
Further, in the limit 2t << 1, (15) and (16) go over to the M andel formula results (11), (14).
It has been argued by Mandel [15] that both the formulae (11) and (15) are valid. He
contends that 2 in (11) is indeed such that 2t < 1 always! Mandel also argues that while
the Mollow formula (15) applies to the case of a "closed' system, the Mandel formula
(11) applies to the more common situation of an 'open' system where photons are
continuously replenished by a source, so that the mean value of the number of photons
counted can easily exceed the mean value of the number of photons initially present in
the field. We shall return to this question of the photon counting probabilities for an
open system, later, in § 4.
The basic problem with the quantum Mandel formula is that there is just no
satisfactory derivation of the formula from the fundamental principles of quantum
theory [6]. The standard derivation of the quantum Mandel formula, due to Kelley and
Kleiner [12], involves the following identification of the CPD of the counting process
htoal[tl, t 2 . . . . .

tr, ) = T r [ p : I ( t I )I(t2)... I(tr,): ].

(17)

From the quantum theory of successive measurements, which we shall discuss in the
next section, it can easily be seen that the right-hand-side of (17) is the joint probability
density for obtaining one count each during a sequence of 'm' measurements performed
during the infinitesimal intervals [ti, ti + dq], i = 1, 2,..., m, with no measurements
being performed in the rest of the interval [0, t]. On the other hand, the left-hand-side of
(17) is the CPD of a counting process where the detector performs continuous
measurements over the entire interval [0, t]; and the CPD is the joint probability density
that one count occurs in each of the intervals [ti, ti +dti] in this situation of continuous
measurements. The CPD are thus to be obtained by summing over the joint probabilities for all possible counting histories in [0, t] which satisfy the condition that one count
is observed in each of the intervals [ti, t~ + dt~]. While in classical physics the joint
probabilities, in the two different situations mentioned above, turn out to be the same, it
is a profound feature of quantum theory that the statistics of the outcomes of
experiments performed during the intervals Its, t~ + dti], i = 1,2,...,m depends on
whether or not measurements were carried out during the rest of the interval [0, t]. It is
this fundamental feature of quantum theory which makes the Kelley and Kleiner
identification (17) for the C PD untenable and renders their derivation of the quantum
Mandel formula infructuous. We shall again return to this point in § 5, when we discuss
the general quantum counting formula derived by Chmara.
3. Quantum theory of continuous measurements

Before taking up the quantum theory of continuous measurements let us summarize
how a sequence of instantaneous measurements are handled in conventional quantum
6
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theory. Let us consider an ensemble of systems characterized by a density operator p at
time t = O. Let the time evolution of the system in the absence of measurements be given
by the unitary transformation

p --} U (t) p U - 1(t) = e- (i/h)Htpe(i/h)Ht.

(18)

Let A be an observable (self-adjoint operator), with a purely discrete spectrum, given by

A = Y" aiPA(ai),

(19)

where {ai} are the eigenvalues of A and PA(at) the projection operator onto the
subspace spanned by all the eigenvectors of A associated with ~,. Let B be another
observable with a purely discrete spectrum such that

B=

iPB( j).

(20)

J
We now consider a situation where an ensemble of systems, in state p at t = 0, is
subjected to the sequence of two 'instantaneous' measurements, that of A at time t 1
followed by a measurement of B at time t 2 > t 1. Now the joint probability p (a t t 1, flj tm)
that the outcome a t is observed in the A-measurement and the outcome flj is observed in
the B-measurement, is given by the well-known Wigner formula [26]

p(aitl , fljtm) = Tr [pB(flj) U ( t 2 -- t 1) PA(ai) U (t I ) p
x U - l(t I )eA(o~i) U - l(t 2 -- t 1)PB(flj)].

(21)

If we adopt the Heisenberg picture of evolution, the above result (21) can be expressed
as
p (a i t 1,//i t2 )

=

Tr [pz(tm)(flj ) pA(t ,)(a t) p pa01)(a t) pe(t 2)(flS) ]"

(22)

In order to derive the joint probabilities (21) or (22) for successive measurements, it is
essential to use the so called 'collapse postulate', which is the prescription that the state
p of a system immediately prior to the A(tl )-measurement, undergoes the change

p --~ PA(t')(ai)PPA(tl)(ai)
Tr[PA"O(ai)p]

(23)

if the outcome a, is realized in the measurement. The joint probability formula (21) or
(22) can be viewed as involving a sequence of two measurement transformations

p __~pA(t,)(O~i) ppA(t,)(a,) --~ pB(tm)(flj)pA(t,)(~i)ppA(t,)(O~t ) pB(t2)(flj)

(24)

each of which is a linear, positive transformation on the class of (non-normalized)
density operators, which do not increase the trace. Such transformations are known as
'operations' in the literature on measurement theory [4].
An important feature of the quantum-theoretic joint probabilities (21), which was
noted long ago by de Broglie [27, 28] is that in general

P(attt , fljtm) # Tr[pPB(tm)(flj) ]

(25)

~t
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while we always have

2 P(O~it 1,fljt2) =

Tr

~j

[ppA(tl)(0~i) ].

(26)

The left hand side of the inequality (25) refers to a situation where the ensemble of
systems in state p at time t = 0, is subjected to the sequence of two observations, A(t I )
followed by B(t2). On the other hand the right hand side of the inequality (25) refers to
a situation where the ensemble of systems, in state p at time t = 0, is subjected only to
the measurement of B(t2). In classical physics the statistics of the outcomes of B(t2)
would be the same in both the situations. The crucial feature (25) of the quantumtheoretic probabilities, that the statistics of outcomes of B(t2) in general depends on
whether or not a measurement of A(tl) was carried out earlier has been termed the
'quantum interference of probabilities' by de Broglie.
We shall now discuss an appropriate generalization of the conventional framework
of quantum mechanics which is adequate to describe continuous measurements. The
class of continuous measurements we consider are the counting experiments where
a detector monitors a system over a continuous interval of time and records all those
instants at which a given type of event (absorption or emission of a particle, or decay of
a particle, etc.) occurs. We shall only consider time-stationary processes which also
satisfy the regularity condition that not more than one event can occur in any
infinitesimal interval of time. Under these conditions, a quantum theory of continuous
measurements can be developed merely on the basis of two basic measurement
transformations p---}J(p) and p--} St(p)defined as follows [1-6].
If p is the state of the system at time t and one event has been observed during the
interval [t,t + dt], then the unnormalized state at time t + dt is J(p)dt and the
probability for this event is
p(t)dt = Tr [J(p)] dt.

(27)

Again, if p is the state of the system at time t and if no events are observed in the interval
[t, t + z] then S,(p) is the unnormalized state at time t + ~ and the probability of
detecting no events in the interval [t, t + z] is
p[0; It, t + q:]) = Tr [S,(p)].

(28)

From the above definitions, and in analogy with the Wigner joint probability formula
(21), we can easily see that the EPD of our counting process are given by
Pto,q(t a, t2,..., tm)

:

Tr [S t_ t. JSt.- t. ,... JSt~(P)],

(29)

where p is the state of the system at t = 0. From (29) we obtain the basic counting
probabilities
p( m; [0, t])

=

ftodtmf~ dtm- 1... f~ dtl
× Tr [S t_ t JS,,_ t,_ 1"'" JSt, (p)].

(30)

In order that the EPD (29) and the counting probabilities (30) be non-negative, we
need to stipulate that J and S t are linear positive transformations on the class of
8
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(non-normalized) density operators, which do not increase the trace. The fact that in
any counting process
p[O, t~ + t2] = probability for detecting no events in [0, t~ + t2]
joint probability for detecting no events
in [O, tl] and none in [tl,tx+tz]

(31)

leads to the condition

(32)

StlSt2 = Stl+t 2

for all t 1, t2, which means that t ~ S t is a semigroup. Finally, the total probability
requirement

p(m;[O,t])= 1

(33)

m=0

may be shown to be equivalent to the condition

dTr[St(p)]

= - Tr[J(p)]

(34)

t=o
for all p. An important result of the general theory of quantum counting processes,
developed by Davies [1-41, is that the above conditions imposed on the measurement
transformations J, St, essentially suffice to characterize the counting process completely.
The state of the entire ensemble at any time t, obtained by pooling together all the
systems irrespective of their counting history, is given by another measurement
transformation p ~ Tt(p), which can be expressed in terms of J and S, as follows:
Tt(p) = St(p) +

E f'odt f ... fl dt~

m=l

x S,_tJSt_t,_I... JS,~(p).

(35)

It can be shown that
Tr[Tt(p)] = Trip]

(36)

for all p, which is just the preservation of the normalization of the density operator of
the entire ensemble, and is equivalent to the total probability requirement (33). Also
T,, Tt~ = T~I+ t2

(37)

for all q , t2, which shows that t ~ Tt is also a semigroup. Finally, Tt also satisfies the
integral equation

Tt=St+ftoT,_cJScdt'.

(38)

The measurement transformations p --, T,(p), which give the state of the entire ensemble - irrespective of the counting history - at any time in the counting experiment,
are indeed very important, as the C P D of the counting process can be straightaway
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 47, No. 1, July 1996
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expressed in terms of them as follows:

hto,q(tl, t2,...,

tin)

=

Tr[Tt_, JT~ _,._ ... JTt,(p)],

(39)

where of course the last Tt_t, can be dropped because of (36). The measurement
transformations J, St and T, suffice to express in a succinct and transparent manner all
the probabilities associated with a counting process [-6].
Thus, a general quantum counting process is completely characterized by the
measurement transformations J, St which satisfy the various requirements mentioned
above. In general, J and St can be chosen more or less independently, except for the
condition (34) which imposes a certain relation between them. However, it so happens
that all the important physical applications of the quantum theory of continuous
measurements, including the ones that we shall discuss later, seem to be based on
a certain canonicalprescription for obtaining St in terms of the measurement transformation J (associated with the detection of an event in an infinitesimal interval of time)
and the Hamiltonian H characterizing the evolution of the system in the absence of the
detector. To describe this canonical prescription for obtaining St given J and H, we first
define the positive operator R on the Hilbert space by
Tr [J (P)] = Tr I-pR]

(40)

for all p. For instance if

s(p) = E V,p ,

(41)

i

where V~are some operators on the Hilbert space, then
R = Z V~Vi.

(42)

¢

Now if H is the Hamiltonian of the system in the absence of the detector, then the
'no-count' transformation p -, St(p) can be taken to be

St(p) = e- (i/*)~tpeti/h)r~*t,

(43)

ih
/~ = H - ~ - R .

(44)

where

The above prescription for S, clearly satisfies the condition (34) and has the special
feature that it transforms pure states into pure states. Given this canonical choice (43),
(44) for S,, we see that all the counting probabilities are completely determined once we
specify J, the measurement transformation associated with the detection of an event in
an infinitesimal interval of time, and the Hamiltonian H of the system in the absence of
the detector. Finally we may note that for a such a canonical counting process, the
density operator

p(t) = Tt(p)

(45)

characterizing the entire ensemble of systems, irrespective for their counting history,
satisfies the following master equation
10
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= - i
[H, p(t)] + J(p(t)) - ½(Rp(t) + p(t)R)
dp(t)
= h t(~Ip(t) -- P(t)/tt) q- J(p(t)).

(46)

4. Photon counting probabilities for a single-mode field

In order to illustrate the general theory of continuous measurements outlined above,
we first consider the photon counting statistics of a single-mode free field [6]. The
Hamiltonian of the system in the absence of the detector is
(47)

H = h~a ta

and the measurement transformation specifying the change in the state of the field when
the detector detects one photon, is assumed to be
(48)

J(p) = 2apa t.

Here we consider a detector which, typically like the photoelectric detector, detects
a photon by absorption and converts an n-photon state into an (n - 1)-photon state.
Measurement transformations such as (48) are clearly different from the projectionoperator based transformations (24) employed in conventional quantum theory.
From (40) and (48), we get
R = 2at a

(49)

and making the canonical choice (44) we obtain
ih2
ffI=(h~--~)a'a

(50)

and
S,(p) = e - ti~ + 2/2)afar petit-

(51)

A/2)a*at

From (29), we obtain the EPD

xexp{--2(tl +t2+...+tm)--2(k--m)t

}.

(52)

An interesting feature of the above EPD is that it depends only on the sum
(t 1 + t 2 + . . . +tm). From (30), (52), we obtain the counting probability

which is indeed identical with the counting formula (15) obtained by Mollow [13].
Mollow [13], Scully and Lamb [14] and others [29] have obtained the counting
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 47, No. 1, July 1996
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formula (53) for the single-mode free field by first considering the evolution of the
composite system, detector + field, over the interval [0, t] and then evaluating the
probability that m-photons have been absorbed by the detector. On the other hand, the
quantum theory of continuous measurements is a general framework which deals with
the actual 'history' of the outcomes recorded by the detector and gives the basic ansatz
(29) for calculating the EPD, from which the entire counting statistics can be derived.
We now consider the measurement transformation p ~ T~(p) which gives the change
in the state of the entire ensemble fit any stage in the continuous measurement. From
(46), (48) and (49), we obtain for p(t) = T~(p) the equation
dp(t)
2
dt _ h i [hwata, p(t)] + -~(2apa
t - at ap - pat a),

(54)

which turns out to be the well-known master equation for a damped harmonic
oscillator [30]. The solution of (54) can be written explicitly [31]
Tt(p ) =

-2t

(1 - e
k=0
k!

k

)

°-(it°+2/2)atatakpatke (iea-z/2)atat.

(55)

In particular, we may note [6] that
T,(I z> <zl) = Iz(t) ) (z(t)l,

(56)

z(t) = ze- (i,o+ 4/2),.

(57)

where
This fact, that a coherent state transforms into a coherent state under the action of Tt,
leads to the factorization property for the CPD when the field is in a coherent state to
start with. From (56), (57) we obtain

h[o,,](tl,t2 ..... tin) = Tr[Tt-t JT, -t._,...JTt,(lz)(z[)]
= f i (2tz12e -~'')
i=1

= f i hto,tl(ti).

(58)

i=1

In fact, it can also be shown [6] that the coherent states have an important physical
property that the counting probabilities in any two disjoint intervals are statistically
independent.
We refer the reader to the literature [6, 32-34] for further discussion regarding the
CPD and other counting probabilities for various particular states of the electromagnetic field. Here, we note only one other result that the counting probabilities (53) can
be expressed in a form analogous to the Mandel formula

p(m; [0, t ] ) = TrlP:-m--e- n: 1,

(59)

f2 = ata(1 - e -~')

(60)

where
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which can also be written as

f~=2ftoa'e'i~'-~/2)Cae-'i'°+~/2'Cdt '.

(61)

As mentioned earlier in § 2, Mandel 1-15] has argued that the counting probabilities
(53), derived from the theory of continuous measurements, are applicable only to a closed
system "in which field and detector are both contained in some cavity, and any photons
not absorbed by the detector at one time are available for detection at later times"; these
probabilities are not applicable to a situation "in which light falls on the photodetector
and any unabsorbed photons propagate away". Further, Mandel has also argued that
the counting formula (53) is not applicable to the usual experimental conditions, "because
the laser is not really a closed system. Some photons are emitted or absorbed by the
detector, but they are continuously replenished by the source...". Manders above
comments perhaps implies the doubt that these are not merely the limitations of the
counting formula (53), but also of the general quantum theory of continuous measurements, for Mandel concludes his critique with the remark that "sound mathematical
argument and sound physics are not always the same thing" [15].
Since the counting probabilities (53) are for a single-mode field, it is true that the
photons that are not absorbed are present everywhere as it were, and hence are always
available for detection. In other words the spatial location and size of the detector are
not relevant in this case. Hence Manders first observation above is indeed valid, but
that will be so for any calculation involving a single-mode field. The volume and
location of a detector will play a crucial role when we consider the photodetection of
a multi-mode electromagnetic field, and that can be very well carried out in the general
framework of the continuous measurement theory, as we shall show in the next section.
The other observation of Mandel is that the counting probabilities (53) do not
pertain to a situation where the field is being replenished by a source of photons; this is
also a valid point. However this is just a characteristic of the system for which we have
calculated the photon counting probabilities, and is not in any way a limitation of the
quantum theory of continuous measurements. The counting probabilities (53) have
been derived specifically for the case of a single-mode free field, where the Hamiltonian
of the system, while not interacting with the detector, is given by (47). However, it is
quite straight forward to apply the general formalism of continuous measurements for
the photodetection of a single-mode field which is not undergoing free evolution, but is
coupled to an external source, as we shall explain below [19].
For the photodetection of-the single-mode field coupled to an external source, we can
continue with the same measurement transformation

J(p) = 2apa*

(62)

as before, but change the Hamiltonian of the system from (47) to the following:

n = hogata + (f*a + fat),

(63)

where f is an arbitrary complex number. Then we get
ih
~1 = hogat a + (f* a + fa t) - -~ 2a~a.
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 47, No. 1, July 1996
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Now, following the same sequence of steps that we took in the case of the single-mode
free field, we arrive at the following counting formula for a single-mode field coupled to
an external source

p(m;[O,t])=Tr[p:--~.e-~:l,

(65)

~=2f'o~'(t')a(t')dt'

(66)

gt(t) = ZoI + (a - zol)e -(i°'+ ~/2)',

(67)

where
where I is the identity operator and
-/f

(68)

Zo - i~o + (,V2)"

It can be shown that the mean number of photons detected in the interval [0, t]
essentially behaves as IZola2t for the large times t.
Thus the general formalism of the quantum theory of continuous measurements is
not in any sense restricted to a consideration of only closed systems. In fact it is also
possible to further generalize the theory outlined in § 3 to situations where the evolution
of the system in the absence of the detector is not governed by a Hamiltonian, but is of
a more general type described by some master equation. This only involves making
appropriate modifications in the prescription (43), (44) for the "no count" measurement
transformation St , which we will not consider here.
5. Quantum counting formula of Chmara

We now briefly outline the general quantum counting formula derived by Chmara [20]
for photocount measurements performed on a multi-mode electromagnetic field
coupled to an external source. As we shall explain below, the Chmara counting formula
is indeed the appropriate quantum generalization of classical Mandel formula (5), (6)
for the photon counting probabilities.
For the change in the state of the electromagnetic field p ~ J(p) vchen one photon has
been detected in an infinitesimal interval of time, Chmara adopts the same measurement transformation which was implicit in the work of Kelley and Kleiner [12]

J(P) = ~ d 3 r ~
/~,/t'

J

J

_
d 3r , C~,(r,r , )A t+ (r)pAu,(r')

(69)

where C~,,(r,r') is a function which characterizes the location and senstivity of the
detector, and should satisfy
C,~,(r,r) - C,,~(r, r).

(70)

For many purposes, we could simplify (69) into the following form

J(p) = 2 ~ J~/)d3rA: (r)pA; (r),
14
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where 2 is a parameter, dependent on the sensitivity of the detector, and the integration
is over the volume of the detector. In (69) or (71), A~-(r) and A~+ (r) are respectively the
negative and positive frequency parts of the vector potential at the initial time. A~-(r)
has the usual mode expansion
A~-(r)= __~.z d a k \ ~ ]

e*X(k)e-"rata(k).

(72)

From (40) it follows that
d r C..,(r,r )A.,(r )A. (r)

(73)

which reduces to the form
; o d3rA~ (r)A~+(r).

R

(74)

For the evolution of the system in the absence of detector, Chmara employs the
Hamiltonian
H = ~=1,2 fd3k{

hc°a*a(k)a~(k)-(h']l/2\~-~j(j*(k)a~(k) +j~(k)a~(k)},
(75)

wherej~(k) are c-numbers which are the Fourier transforms of the transverse part of the
external sources. (75) is the usual Hamiltonian of an electromagnetic field coupled to
external sources. If no measurements are made, the time evolution of the field operators
are given by the standard Heisenberg picture equations
d ±
i
+
~-~A, (r, t) = ~ [H, A~ (r, t)3.

(76)

Now, employing the canonical prescription for the no-count measurement transformation, given by (43), (44), Chmara derives the following expression for the EPD

Ptoaj(t 1, t2 ..... t,,) = Tr [S,_,.JS~._,._ ... JS~ (p)]
= Tr [p:7(q )I(t2 )... 7(t,.)e-I~Tc,')de:],

(77)

where
=

d r C..,(r,r )A. (r,t)A.
#,a'

if, t),

(78)

where A~ (r, t) are determined by the non-Hamiltonian evolution equation
d~±
i
~-~A~if, t) = ~[H,A~(r,t)-I
+ ~

d3r ' d r C¢¢(r,r )A¢(r

- ~1( R A~±
~ (r, t) +

)A~(r,t)A~(r')

A~ (r, t)R).
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From the E P D (77), we immediately obtain the Chmara formula

[°ml

p(m; [0, t]) = Tr p:~-.v e - a : ,

(80)

f~ =

(81)

where
I(t')dt'.
0

Clearly the Chmara counting formula is very similar to the quantum Mandel formula
(7), (8) in appearance, except that the time-dependent 'intensities' I'(t), whose timeintegrals are involved, do not satisfy the usual Heisenberg picture equation (76)
involving only the Hamiltonian of the system in the absence of the detector, but evolve
according to the non-Hamiltonian evolution equation (79).
There is a transparent way of understanding the evolution equation (79). Associated
with the measurement transformations p ~ J(p) and p ~ Tt(p) are the so called "dual"
transformations A ~J*(A), A ~ T*(A), defined for each operator A on the Hilbert
space, via the equations
Tr [J(p)A] = Tr [p J* (A)]

(82)

Tr [T~(p)A] = Tr[pT*(A)]

(83)

for all p and A. Then the evolution equation (79) can be easily seen to be
d ~+
i
~+
, ~+
1 -±
~±
~A~- (r, t) = ~ [H, A ; (r, t)] + J (A~ (r, t)) - -~(RA~, (r, t) + A~ (r, t)R).

(84)

Equation (84) can be seen to be the 'dual' of eq. (46) satisfied by Tt(p). Hence, we can
write the solution of (79) as
.4~(r, t)= T*, (A
; ( +r ) ) .

(85)

Further from the special form of J, H as given by (69) and (75), it can be shown that
7(0 = T*(R),

(86)

where A~ (r) and R are as given by (72) and (73).
The crucial step in the derivation of the counting formula (80) by Chmara is that,
given the measurement transformation J as in (69) and the Hamiltonian of the system in
the absence of the detector as in (75), the evolution of the total ensemble of systems in
the counting experiment, namely p -~ Tt(p), is such that coherent states of the electromagnetic field are transformed into coherent states. This once again leads to the
important property of the coherent states that the associated counting probabilities for
disjoint intervals of time are statistically independent, even in the general case of the
photodetection of a multi-mode electromagnetic field coupled to an external source.
Chmara [20] has further demonstrated that such statistical independence holds also in
the case of several photodetectors.
The photon counting formulae, (59)-(61) and (65)-(68), obtained in §4 for a singlemode field, can be easily seen to be particular cases of the Chmara counting formula
16
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(80), (81). In fact our discussion above clearly shows that the Chmara counting formula
is the appropriate quantum generalization of the classical Mandel formula (5), (6).
Finally a remark about the CPD of the counting process. From the EPD (77) it can
be shown that the CPD of our counting process are given by
hto4(t 1, t 2 ..... tra) ----Tr[p :I'(t 1)I'(t2)... I'(tm): ].

(87)

The above relation can also be obtained by employing the usual definition of CPD
hto4(tx, t2,..., t m) = T r [ T t _t JTt _t,_,... JTt~(p)]

(88)

and making use of the property that under the transformation p -, T,(p) the coherent
states evolve into coherent states, in a manner analogous to Chmara's derivation [20]
of the EPD (77).
The CPD (87) are correlation functions of the "intensities" I(t) whose time evolution
is given by the non-Hamiltonian evolution equation (79). Clearly the CPD (84) are
significantly different from the correlation functions which occur on the right hand side
ofeq. (17) and which were assumed to be the CPD of the counting process by Kelley and
Kleiner [12]. If we introduce the unitary transformation p-,q/t(p) which gives the
evolution of the system in the absence of the detector, namely

~,(p) = e-"/h~Ht pe"/h)H'

(89)

then the correlation functions (17) considered by Kelley and Kleiner can be actually
expressed as
Tr[°g,_, Jq/, _,, . . . JJg,,(p)] = T r [ p : I ( t l ) l ( t 2 ) . . . I(tm):].

(90)

Thus the correlation functions considered by Kelley and Kleiner are clearly the joint
probability densities that one count is observed in each of the infinitesimal intervals
[ti, t~ + dt~] when no measurements are performed during the rest of the interval [0, t].
Hence these correlation functions have nothing to do with CPD which are joint
probability densities when a continuous measurement is performed over the entire
interval [0, t] and which have to be evaluated as per (88). From Chmara's analysis we
are thus able to clearly understand where Kelley and Kleiner went wrong, and how the
CPD of the counting process have to be correctly identified on the basis of the quantum
theory of continuous measurements.
6. The photon emission process - quantum jumps

The final example we shall consider is one where the quantum theory of continuous
measurements is employed to discuss the statistics of photon emission events in the
resonance fluorescence of an atom in interaction with radiation. The developments in
laser spectroscopy which have made it possible to observe the fluorescence light
emitted by a single atom or ion, have revived the good old issue of 'quantum jumps'
occurring in atomic systems. What we shall outline is the calculation of the photon
emission statistics in the resonance fluorescence of a three-level atom which shows
periods of darkness when two transitions, one weak and one strong, are simultaneously
driven. By applying the quantum theory of continuous measurements, Zoller, Marte
and Walls [21] and Barchielli [22] obtained the complete photon emission statistics.
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 47, No. 1, July 1996
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It can be shown [22] that the definition and properties of the so called 'delay function',
introduced by Cohen-Tannoudji and Dalibard [23] in their explanation of the dark
periods in the fluorescence, follow naturally from this theory.
We consider a three-level atom in the so called V-configuration. The Hamiltonian of
the system, in the absence of any detector, is

j=l

where 10) is the ground state and 11), 12) are the excited states of the atom. f~l, ~2 are
the Rabi frequencies and A1,A 2 the detuning parameters of the 1.-.0 and 2*-*0
transitions respectively. Associated with 1---~0 and 2 ~ 0 emission events in any
infinitesimal interval of time, are the measurement transformations p ~ Jj(p),j = 1, 2,
given by

Jj(p) rjl0> (JIPIJ) (0l,

(92)

=

j = 1, 2 where F1, F 2 are the natural transition rates. Note that each of these transitions
can take place from a superposed state, but would always leave the system in the
ground state. It is also important to note that we are here concerned only with the
consequent changes in the state of the atomic system, whenever the detector registers
a photon emission event.
Since there are now two types of basic events characterized by the measurement
transformations Jj,j = 1, 2, the canonical prescription for obtaining the 'no count'
measurement transformation St would involve the associated operators Rj defined as in
(40) by
Tr [Jj(p)] = Tr [pRj],

(93)

j = 1, 2, for all p. From (92), we obtain

Rj = F jIj ) (Jl,

(94)

j -- 1, 2. Now the appropriate generalization of (43), (44) can be easily seen to be

St(p) = e-"/h)~' pe,/h)~+t,

(95)

where

ih

ih

/-t = H - ~-R1 - ~-R 2.

(96)

From (91), (94), we obtain

t-I = j ~ {-~(lO ) (Jl + lj) (Ol)- (Aj + i ~ ) lj ) (j[ }.

(97)

The EPD of the process are of the form pto.tl(v~ t~, v2 t 2..... Vmtm) which is the joint
probability density that the emission event associated with vj---, 0 transition (vj = 1, 2) is
observed around the time t~, j -- 1, 2 ..... m, with no other emission being observed in
the interval [0, t]. From the basic principles of the continuous measurement theory,
these EPD are given by a prescription analogous to (29), as below:

Pto,tl(v1t 1, v 2 t2,'", Vmtin) Tr (S t _ t. Jv.... Jvl St, (P) ]
----

18
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for all vj = 1, 2, j = 1,2 ..... m. If we now employ (92), which expresses the fact that each
emission event leaves the system in the ground state, it follows that the EPD (98)
factorize in the following manner:
P[O,t](Vl t l , v2t 2 . . . . , Vmtra)

= F,~ (v 1 ]St,(P)l V1 )

fi
j=2

W~(tj - t~_ 1)

x Tr[St_,([O)(OI) ]

(99)

for all v~= 1, 2, j = 1, 2,..., m, where p is the state of the atom at t = 0, and
Wj(~) = Fj (Jl St(lO) (OI)lJ)

= Fil(jle-(i/h)~lO)]2

(100)

forj = 1,2, is the probability density that if an emission has occurred at some time, the
next emission event is of type j-~ 0 (j = 1, 2), and occurs at time z later.
Equations (99), (100) which give the EPD, completely characterize the statistics of the
photon emission events. For instance the 'delay function' introduced by CohenTannoudji and Dalibard [23] can be expressed as
2

2

W ( 0 = ~ Wj(~)= ~ F~l(jle-('/*)~*lO)12.
j=l
j=l

(101)

W(T) clearly has the interpretation of being the probability density that if an emission
event occurred at some time, the next emission event occurs at time z later. Barchielli
[22] has shown that the delay function (101) satisfies.
f ; W(,)dz = 1

(102)

and that if we set
2

e-"/h)ntl0 ) - - ~ ak(t)lk )

(103)

k=O

then ak(t) satisfy the equations derived the Cohen-Tannoudji and Dalibard [23] using
the master equation approach involving the so called 'dressed atoms'.
It may be of interest to note that the master equation obeyed by the density operator,
p(t) = T~(p), characterizing the entire ensemble of systems with their diverse emission
histories, will have the following form, instead of (46):

~p(t)

i
2
--h[H,p(t)] + ~ Jj(p(t))- ~ (Rip(t) + p(t)Rj)
j=l
•

j=l
2

= - h(HP(t) - p(t)H*) + ~, Jj(p(t)).
j=l

(104)

If we use the particular form of Jj and/-t as given by (92) and (97), then equation (104)
will reduce to the well-known optical Bloch equation for an atomic system [35].
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Finally we may note that the above analysis of resonance fluorescence in a three-level
atom can be easily extended to the case of'quantum jumps' in a general n-level system
driven by external fields.
7. Discussion

In this article we have presented an overview of the quantum theory of continuous
measurements as the appropriate generalization of conventional quantum mechanics
for discussing physical situations where there is a continuous interaction of the
apparatus with the system and information is acquired continuously as to whether
a given type of event has occured or not. We have also outlined some of the important
applications of this formalism in quantum optics. The two important classes of
applications that we have discussed in some detail are the following: l ) Analysis of the
photon counting statistics of an electromagnetic field which may be interacting with an
external source. 2) Analysis of the statistics of photon emission events in tile resonance
fluorescence of an atomic system.
The quantum theory of continuous measurements as discussed in this paper has been
extensively applied in quantum optics as well as in other contexts, especially in the last
few years. We shall presently refer the reader to a sample of the growing literature on
this subject. At the outset we should mention that an important problem which has not
received any serious attention is the study of the physical consequences of the general
quantum counting formula of Chmara, which as explained in § 5 is the appropriate
quantum generalization of the classical Mandel formula.
Some of the mathematical aspects of the quantum theory of continuous measurements and possible generalizations of this framework to include more general stochastic processes have been studied by Barchielli and co-workers [36.37]. Barchielli,
Belavkin and co-workers have also studied the relation of this formalism to the so
called quantum stochastic calculus and have utilized this relation for applications in
quantum optics and also to develop a theory of gravity-wave detectors [38-43].
A large class of applications of the Quantum theory of measurements in quantum
optics, with particular emphasis on photon counting experiments, have been studied by
Milburn. Walls, Gardiner and co-workers [44-51]. In recent years Mitburn and
co-workers have also developed a theory of continuous measurements of an electromagnetic field in a cavity with feedback [52-55]. The general theory of measurements in cavity electrodynam~cs has been reviewed by Meystre [56, 57]. There have
also been interesting investigations on the influence of pump statistics on the output of
a laser or -ficro-maser by Matte, Herzog, Ritsch and co-workers [58--6l].
The photon counting statistics of a single-mode field has been extensively studied by
Ueda and co-workers [31-33, 62, 63] who have evaluated the counting probabilities
for a large class of physically interesting states of the field. We may also note the work
of Marian, Ban and co-workers [64, 65, 34] in this context. Ueda and co-workers have
also studied the case of photon counting experiments performed on two correlated
modes [66].
Ueda and co-workers [67, 68] and Ban [69] have investigated in detail the nature of
measurement performed by a photo-detector. Different models of photodetection are
envisaged in the work of Lee [70-73]. Ban [74, 75] has developed a theory of electron
20
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counting experiments based on the general framework of continuous measurements.
The theory of continuous measurements has also been shown to be the appropriate
framework for discussing the dead-time effects in a counting experiment [76].
The statistics of photon emission events in the resonance fluorescence of atomic
systems and the phenomena of quantum jumps have been further investigated by
Grochmalicki, ttegerfeldt, Nhlburn and co-workers [77-81]. An alternative formalism
based on the Monte-Carlo simulation of the atomic master equation in terms of
stochastic evolution of atomic wave functions has been developed by Zoller, Dalibard
and co-workers [82-85]. Carmichael [ 16, 86] has discussed another lbrmalism referred
to as the 'trajectories approach' which is based on the quantum theory of open systems.
Both these formalisms start from different foundational points of view, but for all
physically meaningful quantities such as the EPD, CPD and the counting statistics of
the process, they lead to the same result as the quantum theory of continuous
meas urements.
Recently Agarwal, Perinova and co-workers [87-89] have discussed the interesting
possibility of preparing particular quantum states by means of continuous measurements. Continuous measurements have also been proposed as a possible way of preventing
decoherence in the entangled states of an n-atom system in recent investigations on the
models of quantum computers based on cavity quantum electrodynamics [90].
In conclusion we may state that the quantum theory of continuous measurements is
indeed an essential and significant generalization of the conventional formulation of
quantum mechanics. It has proved to be a coherant and satisfactory framework for
discussing counting experiments and all situations of continual observations which
cannot be handled within the conventional formulation of quantum mechanics. There
are likely to be many more applications of this theory in quantum optics as well as in
other fields.
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